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1. 4G / LTE, IP, analog wireless transmitters
2. CCTV battery suitcases for Special Services
3. Rapid deployment towers with 4G/LTE and batteries
4. Rapid deployment cameras for construction sites
5. Rapid deployment systems for city video monitoring
6. Solar power systems for CCTV cameras

Polish manufacturer of innovative solutions for CCTV
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iCAM-Solar365



iCAM-Tower rapid deployment video surveillance towers
Intended for construction companies, solar farms and city guards.
Complete video monitoring point can be deployed and activated in 20
minutes. You don't need power or wiring. You will implement wireless
monitoring within a radius of 200m from the tower. iCAM-Tower is
equipped with everything you need to operate: batteries, solar panels,
30 days video recording, live transmission, alarm ...
[Price list no. 3 Observation towers - TOWER]

We are constantly expanding our
offer to present the most functional

CCTV solutions.
They are all inspired by the needs of

customers.
 

NEWS 2021

CAMSAT 2021 price list

4G/LTE transmitter for IP cameras 
with two PoE ports
GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE ensures wireless and direct live connection of
multiple IP cameras with NVR recorder via 4G / LTE internet
network. [Price list no. 1. Transmitters for CCTV cameras]

Construction and no helmet!!!
ALARM + PHOTO + RECORD + SMS
iConstrutionCAM BHP/OHS – rapid deployment camera for remote
surveillance of construction sites with automatic detection of the
lack of a protective helmet. [Price list no. 4 Construction cameras]

Battery suitcase with 4G / LTE micro camera and four PoE
ports. Professional video surveillance in a compact version
CaseCAM-PRO designed for Municipal Guards and Forest Guards.
Hidden or buried in the ground, it is effective in combating illegal
landfills and crime.
[Price list no. 2. LTE CaseCAM-PRO suitcases]

All-year-round solar power for CCTV
iCAM-Solar365 is designed for fixed and mobile CCTV video-
monitoring points without access to power.
[Price list no. 6. Solar power for CCTV]

ALWAYS
PROFESSIONAL  
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3. Price list of the rapid deployment CCTV TOWERS 

iCAM-TOWER

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude VAT tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

3.01

Rapid deployment CCTV towers for remote videomonitoring

Designed to quick creation of CCTV and security point in facilities without access to power source.

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4

2021 NEWS

FOR CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES:

* Safety at the construction site

* Temporary protection of works

* Security of tool service facilitiy

* Protection of warehouses and construction vehicles in remote locations

* Prevention of cable and metal theft

* Project management

* OSH supervision

FOR CITY GUARDS:

* Security of important public events

* Temporary video monitoring

FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC FARMS:

* Object protection

* Supervision of works and materials

FOR ROAD AND RAIL TRANSPORT,

PUBLIC EVENTS, LOGISTICS AND TRANSHIPMENT

MOST IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS (on the example of the top model):

* Mobility – very lightweight, easy to carry construction

* Retractable 4m or 5m pole with the cameras

* 200m zoom – license plate visible on the whole screen from a distance of 200m

* 4Mpix cameras with automatic human detection, with an efficiency of up to 97% (do not react to false alarms, animals, vehicles and accidental movement)

* Live via 4G/LTE – smooth, wireless transmission from the all cameras

* Local and remote video recording for 14—90 days

* SMS alarm – safe, steel structure secured by a number of sensors with SMS notification

* Modular construction for easy transport with a small delivery van (separate battery compartment, mast, mast covers)

* Detection of movement, sabotage and GPS location

* Megaphone with automatic warning messages and online transmission from the operator

* LED lightning – automatically activated in the event of alarm / tamper

* Power source: 

  * Batteries for 7—14 days of continuous work (space for the batteries: 2x 200Ah/12V)

  * All-year solar power supply, up to 1000W

  * From the 100—230V AC (e.g. from extension cord, from the aggregate) or from 12V DC (e.g. from car, from batteries)

* Very fast application – user will receive a photo of the detected event via the application and can view this video with one button

* Notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

  

RAPID DEPLOYMENT CCTV TOWERS

6005 D3 12 300 €

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. When the 230V power supply is present, the battery is 

automatically charged.  

Parameters of a PTZ dome camera: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom 

x25, 100m night lightning IR, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120 mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, Defog, 

intelligent image analysis functions (IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion and intruder detection, face detection and 

appearance / disappearance of an object.

Parameters of the fixed-position cameras: 4x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, observation angle 4x90°, Day/Night, sensitivity:  0.003 Lux (kolor), 

0 Lux (B/W IR), 40m night lightning IR, h.265+, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, virtual line crossing, 

entering the marked area, object disappearance, human and vehicle detection, intelligent detection of people and vehicles with a false alarm 

filter with 97% efficiency (AcuSense or WizSense).

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality.

Power: 200Ah/12V battery, with with the possibility of quick replacement, with automatic charging from 230V AC. Power supply from 230V 

AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to a stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings. 

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position, detecting 

movement within a radius of 6m. Sound alarm with a verbal warning message, LED lighting on, live PUSH and SMS notifications, 

notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: Locally 60 days back, view and download of materials via LTE, LAN or Wi-Fi.

Other: LED halogens 2x 45W (equivalent of 2x 200W). Speaker to audio messages from the operator and an automatically generated 

audio warning in the event of tampering 

Recommended accessories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, 

removable battery with charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications, additional cameras.

Key parameters:

* 5m pole height

* 5 cameras: 

  * 1x PTZ HD with x25 (200m) zoom

  * 4x 90° 4Mpix

* Human and vehicle detection – no false alarms

* Powered from the 200Ah/12V batteries, 230V AC, 12V DC

* Automatic battery charging from 230V or from a generator

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Local video recording for 60 days

* Halogen LED lighting 2x 45W or 2x 20W

* Megaphone with warnings

* Motion sensors securing the tower within a 6m radius

* Additional options: 

  * Remote video recording for 90 days

  * Solar power supply

  * Additional 200Ah battery

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection
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3.03 6004

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:

* 5m pole height

* 4 cameras: 

  * 4x 100° 4Mpix

* Powered from the 200Ah/12V batteries, 230V AC, 12V DC

* Automatic battery charging from 230V or from a generator

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Local video recording for 60 days

* Additional options: 

  * Remote video recording for 90 days

  * Solar power supply

  * Additional 200Ah battery

  * Megaphone and LED lightning

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. When the 230V power supply is present, the battery is 

automatically charged.  

Parameters of the fixed-position cameras: 4x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, observation angle 4x100°, Day/Night, sensitivity:  0.01 Lux (color), 

0 Lux (B/W IR), 40m night lightning IR, h.265+, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, virtual line crossing, 

entering the marked area, object disappearance.

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality.

Power: 200Ah/12V battery, with with the possibility of quick replacement, with automatic charging from 230V AC. Power supply from 230V 

AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to a stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings.

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position, GPS location, live 

PUSH and SMS notifications, notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: Locally 60 days back, view and download of materials via LTE, LAN or Wi-Fi.

 

Recommended accessories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, 

removable battery with charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications, additional cameras.

D3 9 967 €

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. When the 230V power supply is present, the battery is 

automatically charged.  

The tower includes the necessary electronics and cabling, including:

* electrical wiring, 

* overhang wires with protection and guides, protection informing about disconnection or cutting of wires.

At the top of the mast: 

  *  5 PoE ports to power IP cameras with an energy budget of up to 60W (option 90W)

  *  4G / LTE wireless transmission system (2x SIM)

  *  Wi-Fi

  *  GPS.

At the base of the mast:

  * the main tower controller responsible for powering all tower blocks, tamper protection and alarm notifications (SMS/PUSH) 

  * overcurrent and overvoltage protections

  * automatic charging with 230V AC

  * magnetic protection of NC door and securing the position of the tower, GPS

  * a place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR with dimensions not larger than 520x260x75mm available power 

supply for NVR: 12V DC, 1x LAN (other dimensions and interfaces on request).

ATTENTION:  No cameras or NVR. The ability to attach and connect your own, any camera via the PoE port.

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality. 

Compatible with Dahua, Hikvision and Axis cameras.

Power: 200Ah/12V battery, with with the possibility of quick replacement, with automatic charging from 230V AC. Power supply from 230V 

AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to a stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings. 

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position, detecting 

movement within a radius of 6m. Sound alarm with a verbal warning message, LED lighting on, live PUSH and SMS notifications, 

notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: no. A place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR.

Other: LED halogens 2x 45W (equivalent of 2x 200W). Speaker to audio messages from the operator and an automatically generated 

audio warning in the event of tampering 

Recommended accessories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, 

removable battery with charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications, additional cameras.

D3 10 867 €3.02 6005b

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4

BACK

(without cameras 

and NVR)

2021 NEWS

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4 – without cameras and NVR, adapted to the 

installation of own cameras and recorder.

Parameters and equipment identical to version 5MQ4 (6005) but does 

not include cameras and video recording.

* Height 5m

* mounting place for 5 IP cameras with PoE, including:

  * 1x big PTZ camera

  * 4x fixed-position camera

* Heated space on NVR with SSD

* Battery power supply 200Ah / 12V, 230V AC, 12V DC

* Automatic battery charging from 230V or from a generator

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)

* Wi-Fi

The difference between the 5MQ4 and 5MQ3 models

* GPS

* 2x 45W LED halogen lighting

* Network megaphone

* Motion sensors securing the tower within a 12m radius

* Additional options: 

  * Solar power supply

  * Additional 200Ah batteries (max 3x 200Ah)

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection
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3.05 6003

iCAM-TOWER 4MQ2

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:

* 4m pole height

* 4 cameras: 

  * 1x PTZ HD with x25 (200m) zoom

  * 3x 100° 4Mpix

* Powered from the 230V AC, 12V DC

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission

* Wi-Fi

* Local video recording for 14 days

* Additional options: 

  * 5m pole

  * Local video recording for 60 days

  * Local video recording for 90 days

  * Batteries: 100Ah or 200Ah

  * Solar power supply

  * Motion sensors with 6m range, megaphone

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection

Technical parameters: 

4m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 25 kg, steel covers protecting 

the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space.

Parameters of a PTZ dome camera: 2 Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W),  optical zoom 

x25, 100m night lightning IR, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120 mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, Defog, 

intelligent image analysis functions (IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion and intruder detection, face detection and 

appearance / disappearance of an object.

Parameters of the fixed-position cameras: 3x 4Mpix, observation angle 3x100°, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W 

IR), 40m night lightning IR, h.265+, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, virtual line crossing, object 

disappearance.

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality. 

Power: from 230V AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: 4G/LTE, Wi-Fi quick setup and download of recordings.

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving around or changing positions, notifications 

to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: 14 days back, view and download of materials via LTE and Wi-Fi and LAN

Recommended accesories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round solar power supply, removable battery with 

charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications.

D3 8 800 €

3.06 6002

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ1

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:

* 5m pole height

* Only mechanics - does not contain electronics and wiring

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. The set includes the tower as a mechanical element itself and does 

not include electronics or wiring. D3 5 997 €

Technical parameters: 

5m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. When the 230V power supply is present, the battery is 

automatically charged.  

The tower includes the necessary electronics and cabling, including:

* electrical wiring, 

* overhang wires with protection and guides, protection informing about disconnection or cutting of wires.

At the top of the mast: 

  *  4 PoE ports to power IP cameras with an energy budget of up to 60W (option 90W)

  *  4G / LTE wireless transmission system (2x SIM)

  *  Wi-Fi

  *  GPS.

At the base of the mast:

  * the main tower controller responsible for powering all tower blocks, tamper protection and alarm notifications (SMS/PUSH) 

  * overcurrent and overvoltage protections

  * automatic charging with 230V AC

  * magnetic protection of NC door and securing the position of the tower, GPS

  * a place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR with dimensions not larger than 520x260x75mm available power 

supply for NVR: 12V DC, 1x LAN (other dimensions and interfaces on request).

ATTENTION:  No cameras or NVR. The ability to attach and connect your own, any camera via the PoE port.

OSD: Displaying information in the video image about: alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, sabotage, LTE signal quality. 

Compatible with Dahua, Hikvision and Axis cameras.

Power: 200Ah/12V battery, with with the possibility of quick replacement, with automatic charging from 230V AC. Power supply from 230V 

AC and from 12V DC.

Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to a stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings. 

Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position. Sound alarm with 

a verbal warning message, LED lighting on, notifications to monitoring stations using the SIA-IP standard.

Video recording: no. A place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR.

Other: LED halogens 2x 45W (equivalent of 2x 200W). Speaker to audio messages from the operator and an automatically generated 

audio warning in the event of tampering.

Recommended accessories: Limitless 4G/LTE SIM card with static IP address, year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, 

removable battery with charger, SIM GSM for alarm notifications, additional cameras.

D3 8 953 €3.04 6004b

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3

BACK

(without cameras 

and NVR)

2021 NEWS

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3 – without cameras and NVR, adapted to the 

installation of own cameras and recorder.

Parameters and equipment identical to version 5MQ3 (6004) but does 

not include cameras and video recording.

* Height 5m

* mounting place for 4 IP cameras with PoE: 

  * 1x big PTZ or fixed-position camera 

  * 3x fixed-position camera

* Heated space on NVR with SSD

* Battery power supply 200Ah / 12V, 230V AC, 12V DC

* Automatic battery charging from 230V or from a generator

* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening

* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Additional options: 

  * Solar power supply

  * Additional 200Ah battery

  * Megaphone and LED lightning

  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 

protection
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3.07 6001

iCAM-TOWER 4MQ1

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:

* 4m pole height

* Only mechanics - does not contain electronics and wiring

Technical parameters: 

4m extended pole height, stable structure with safety lashings, vertical maximum load of the mast on the top 100 kg, steel covers 

protecting the most important mechanisms, additional advertising space. The set includes the tower as a mechanical element itself and does 

not include electronics or wiring. D3 5 213 €

3.08 7714

iCAM-Solar365 

Mobile T350W

The 350W solar set, designed to support the power supply and 

charging of batteries in the iCAM-TOWER.

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER

* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower

* Modular construction for easy transport

Technical parameters:

* 350W power

* 12V DC

* Compatible with 12V gel batteries

* Panel dimensions after installation: 45°, 1750x840x840 [mm]

* Dimension of the system dismounted for transport: 1750x1000x280 [mm]

The set includes: Supporting structure for mounting to the iCAM-TOWER, 350W solar power, wiring D=4m, charger compatible with the 

iCAM-TOWER, mounting accessories.

D3 1 087 €

3.09 7715
iCAM-Solar365 

Mobile T600W

The 600W solar set, designed to support the power supply and 

charging of batteries in the iCAM-TOWER.

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER

* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower

* Modular construction for easy transport

Technical parameters:

* 600W power

* 12V DC

* Compatible with 12V gel batteries

* Panel dimensions after installation: 45°, 2450x1250x1250 [mm]

* Dimension of the system dismounted for transport: 1750x1000x370 [mm]

The set includes: Supporting structure for mounting to the iCAM-TOWER, 600W solar power, wiring D=4m, charger compatible with the 

iCAM-TOWER, mounting accessories.

D3 1 660 €

3.10 7718
iCAM-Solar365 

Mobile T1000W

The 1000W solar set, designed to support the power supply and 

charging of batteries in the iCAM-TOWER.

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER

* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower

* Modular construction for easy transport

Technical parameters:

* 1000W power

* 12V DC

* Compatible with 12V gel batteries

* Panel dimensions after installation: 45°, 2450x2250x1350 [mm]

* Dimension of the system dismounted for transport: 2450x2400x370 [mm]

The set includes: Supporting structure for mounting to the iCAM-TOWER, 1000W solar power, wiring D=4m, charger compatible with the 

iCAM-TOWER, mounting accessories.

D3 2 283 €

3.11 1125 AKU-S100AZ

100Ah/12V gel battery

Modern gel battery resistant to deep discharge. The battery is adapted to 

cyclic discharging and charging, which makes it ideal for CCTV and solar 

systems.

* Capacity: 100Ah/12V 

* Works even at low temperatures -20°C

* Weight: 31kg

* Dimensions: 403x175x246 [mm] C 333 €

3.12 1126 AKU-S200AZ

200Ah/12V gel battery

Modern gel battery resistant to deep discharge. The battery is adapted to 

cyclic discharging and charging, which makes it ideal for CCTV and solar 

systems.

* Capacity: 200Ah/12V 

* Works even at low temperatures -20°C

* Weight: 58kg

* Dimensions: 523x240x226 [mm]
C 533 €

3.13 1370 iWirelessPIR-500M

Wireless PIR motion detector with a radio range of 500m NLOS 

(through obstacles), automatically triggering the approach and the 

camera's approach to the detection area. Designed to protect the area 

up to 500m from the tower.

* Detection range: 12m/120°, 

* Transmission range: 500m NLOS, 1000m LOS

* Power: 3.6V for 6 months

* Outdoor IP65, impact-resistant steel structure, secured against disassembly with a padlock

* Notifications about sabotage, disassembly, opening. The set includes a radio receiver with a NO relay output

D2 543 €

3.14 1150 MEG-25 set

Megaphone for automatic audio messages and audio messages from 

the operator

* Maximal power 25W 

* Works even at low temperatures -20°C

* Outdoor use with IP65

* Weight: 3kg

* Mounting on the pole

C 630 €

SOLAR POWER SUPPLIES FOR iCAM-TOWER SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES
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3.15 1151 LED-45W set

Light LED halogen

Set of two halogens with pole mounting

* 12V DC

* Maximal power 2x45W (equivalent of 2x200W)

* Works even at low temperatures -20°C

* Outdoor use with IP65

* Weight: 2x 1,8kg

* Mounting on the pole

C 313 €

3.16 1132 G-LINE Q3

A special overhang cable connecting the top of the tower with 

the base, compatible with Q3, Q2, Q1.

It includes multi-core cabling in a mechanically foldable sheath. Length 

adapted to the height of the tower 5m. 

Cable terminations with system, multi-pin, hermetic IP66 plugs that fit 

into the control box and the housing at the top of the head.

Wiring:

* 8x 1,5mm2

* 2x UTP (4x2x0,5mm2)

Includes fasteners and mechanical spacers to suspend the installation.

Includes plugs and sockets for quick connection to a control box and a housing on top of the tower.
C 980 €

3.17 1133 G-LINE Q4

A special overhang cable connecting the top of the tower with 

the base, compatible with Q4, Q1 towers.

It includes multi-core cabling in a mechanically foldable sheath.  The 

length is adapted to the height of the tower 5m with separation in the 

middle of the tower for PIR, LED and loudspeaker sensors.

Cable terminations with system, multi-pin, hermetic IP66 plugs that fit 

into the control box and the housing at the top of the head.

Wiring:

* 8x 1,5mm2

* 4x 1,5mm2

* 2x UTP (4x2x0,5mm2)

Includes fasteners and mechanical spacers to suspend the installation.

Includes plugs and sockets for quick connection to a control box and a housing on top of the tower.
C 1 207 €



High discounts at European level
Free delivery of main demonstration
products
3-year full warranty on the main CAMSAT
products
Redirecting customers from a given
distribution region
Participation in projects – "Camsat
immediately – you will pay after sale"

Distributor's logo in instructional videos and
product advertising films
Ready content and photos in high resolution
for catalogs and websites
Editable, marketing sources - providing
Distributors with ready-made marketing
materials for their own editing in editable
formats, e.g. Photoshop .psd, CorelDraw .crd
Sony Vegas

BECOME A DISTRIBUTOR OF
INNOVATIVE CCTV SOLUTIONS

CAMSAT 2021 price list

Our clients: "If wireless, then only
CAMSAT"

www.camsat-cctv.com
camsat@camsat.com

Sales department ext. 21, 22 and 35
tel. +48 52 387 3658 tel. +48 52 387 5406 
tel. +48 52 387 1097 tel. 798 585 208 tel. 518 977 572


